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Featured Application: This work could initiate a cutting-edge technology that exploits dual
applicability of LEDs i.e., not only for the classical purpose as a luminary, but also for medical
radiation detection (diagnostic X-rays).

Abstract: Transducers, such as photodiodes, phototransistors, and photovoltaic cells are promising
radiation detectors. However, for accurate radiation detection and dosimetry, signals that emanate
from these devices have to be sufficient to facilitate accurate calibrations, i.e., assigning a quantity of
radiation dose to a specific magnitude of the signal. More so, purposely fabricated for luminescence,
LEDs produce significantly low signals during radiation detection applications. Therefore, this paper
investigates the enhancement and augmentation of photovoltaic signals that were generated when
LED strips were being exposed to diagnostic X-rays. Initially, signal amplification was achieved
through increasing the effective LED active area (from 60 to 120 chips); by successively connecting
LED strips. Further, signal amplification was undertaken by injecting the raw LED strip signal
into an amplifier board with adjustable gains. In both the signal amplification techniques, the tube
voltage (kVp), tube current-time product (mAs), and source-to-detector distance (SDD) were varied.
The principal findings show that effective active area-based signal amplifications produced an overall
average of 91.16% signal enhancement throughout all of the X-ray parameter variations. On the other
hand, the amplifier board produced an average of 36.48% signal enhancement for the signals that were
injected into it. Chip number increment-based signal amplifications had a 0.687% less coefficient of
variation than amplifier board signal amplifications. The amplifier board signal amplifications were
impaired by factors, such as dark currents, amplifier board maximum operational output voltage, and
saturation. Therefore, future electronic signal amplification could use amplifier boards having low
dark currents and high operational voltage headroom. The low-cost and simplicity that are associated
with active-area amplification could be further exploited in a hybrid amplification technique with
electronic amplification and scintillators.

Keywords: amplifier board; LED active area; diagnostic X-rays; tube voltage (kVp); source-to-detector
distance (SDD); tube current-time product (mAs); application of LEDs
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1. Introduction

Silicon, being the most abundant element on earth [1], has facilitated the large-scale production
of innumerable silicon-based electronic circuit components such as photonic devices. Therefore,
photonic devices are readily available at low cost and are fundamentally fabricated for luminescence
applications—detect and produce light. However, medical applications not only use photonic devices
for luminescence, but also for diagnostic and therapeutic radiation detection [2].

Multiplication registers and intensifier screens implement sensitivity enhancement in
charge-coupled devices (CCDs), such as electron-multiplying CCDs (EMCCDs) and intensified
CCDs (ICCDs), respectively [3]. Consequently, EMCCDs and ICCDs have a notably higher sensitivity
than traditional CCDs—especially while detecting extremely low light photons [3].

Semiconductor-based detectors, such as avalanche photodiodes (APDs), are also associated
with intrinsic signal amplification [4]. However, transimpedance amplifiers and bipolar junction
transistors are applied to externally amplify photodiode detected signals [5–7]. Therefore, photonic
device raw signal amplification is of paramount importance—particularly for low radiation-induced
signal detection [8–10].

The current literature and research results have established LEDs as visible light/optical [11–13]
and diagnostic X-ray [14] detectors. In applications [11–13], two LEDs were employed (one LED as a
light emitter and the other as a detector of the light emitted by the first LED) in the form of a paired
emitter detector diode (PEDD). Besides, the comparison of blue and red LED emission and sensitivity
spectra discovered drift of the LED detection sensitivity to shorter wavelengths—for both the tested
LEDs [11]. This LED sensitivity to short wavelengths could imply the ability to detect electromagnetic
radiation with short wavelengths, e.g., diagnostic X-rays. LEDs could, thus, be an alternative detection
device for diagnostic X-rays, because they are not only spectrally selective (detect a specific wavelength
range) [11,15], but could also be resistant to diagnostic X-ray-induced structural damages [16,17]
(in comparison to other photodetectors, such as photodiodes). The output signal achieved during
detection-mode is very low because LEDs are optimized for luminescence (~0.5–4.5 nA [11]).

LED luminary output enhancements, such as those that were observed in [18], have been executed.
These have greatly improved the efficiency of LEDs as light emitters. Contrastingly, similar studies
augmenting LED efficiency as a detector are non-existent in the present-day literature.

Although research [11] has highlighted that LED visible-light-induced signals could be
approximately ten times as low as that of photodiode visible-light-induced signals, there is still
little evidence regarding the technique to enhance the sensitivity of LEDs—when employed as detectors
for diagnostic X-rays. More so, in the early nineties, the application of LEDs as detectors was mainly
discouraged due to low detected signals; the technology then was not adequate for providing a solution
to this setback [11]. In our earlier work [14], the cold white LED strip was characterized with the
best dosimetric response in comparison to warm white, red, green, and blue LED strips. This work
approved our further exploitation of the cold white LED strip for dosimetry applications with respect
to dosimetric traits, such as LED signal linearity to diagnostic X-ray dose and tube current-time product
(mAs), and slight degradations in LED signal output as a consequence of accumulated dose/increased
radiation exposure. Even though quantifiable, the cold white signals were low and they ranged from 0
to 1.1 mV.

Today, operational amplifiers and high gain transistors are applied to amplify the electrical
output signals of photodiodes [5]. This study similarly utilizes an amplifier board as a sensitivity
augmentation method, because both photodiodes and LEDs mainly consist of PN junctions; the board
mainly comprises operational amplifiers and transistors. This methodology concurs with that of Bui’s
group [11] that amplified a PEDD’s photovoltaic signal while using an operational amplifier. In the
other sensitivity enhancement approach, the LED sensitive/active area was increased by increasing the
number of LED chips. In both sensitivity augmentation methods, our LEDs were in the photovoltaic
configuration—similar to elsewhere [12,13]. Stated otherwise, we did not apply any biasing voltage
to the LEDs. Applying a negative voltage to the LEDs (photoconductive configuration) would lead
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to the detection of dark currents, which would make it difficult to distinguish the low diagnostic
radiation-induced signal from the dark current.

Therefore, this study aims at enhancing the sensitivity of LEDs to diagnostic X-rays by amplifying
its radiation-induced current.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Set-Up

X-ray beams from a static X-ray tube (Quantum Medical Imaging, New York, NY, USA) were
perpendicularly incident on 12 V DC SMD 5050 cold white LED strips. These cold white LED strips
constitute a gallium-nitride (GaN) semiconductor that was coated with a phosphor. Each strip had
12 chips, and the sensitive area for each chip was approximately 12.6 mm2. During the LED strip
fabrication, these chips were connected in parallel by the manufacturer.

The X-ray tube was operated in a non-automatic exposure control (AEC) mode, and the field size
was collimated to 26 × 26 cm2 for all of the exposures in this study. The tube voltage was manually
adjusted in steps of 10 from 70 to 140 kVp, while maintaining a constant tube current-time product and
source-to-detector distance (SDD) of 80 mAs and 60 cm, respectively. However, the tube current-time
product setting had pre-set values of 20.2, 25.6, 32, 40, 51.2, 64, 80, 102.4, 128, 160, 201.6, and 256 mAs
and the tube voltage and SDD were kept constant at 120 kVp and 80 cm, respectively. While fixing the
tube voltage and current-time product at 120 kVp and 256 mAs respectively, the SDD was varied from
60 to 90 cm—in 5 cm steps. A 30 cm × 30 cm × 8 cm solid water phantom slab absorbed the treatment
couch sourced backscattered radiation, as observed in Figure 1.

Ambient light signals were mitigated by executing the irradiations in a light-tight surrounding and
then masking the LED chip sensitive areas with black vinyl tape. Despite these mitigations, an ambient
signal (0–0.2 mV)—perhaps due to ambient temperature/heat, was observed before irradiations; whilst
directly injecting the signal into the multimeter. The ambient signal was deducted from the total
detected signal to obtain the net radiation-induced signal.

A single-channel dosimeter probe (A-CF1E1003, Iba Dosimax plus: Schwarzenbruck, Germany)
was simultaneously irradiated with the LED chips. The dosimeter’s measurable parameter ranges
were absorbed dose; 200 nGy–9999 mGy, dose rate; 80 nGy/s–70 mGy/s for 50–150 kV; and time
(1 ms–19,999 s).

An electric cable wire for LED strip lighting (Red and Black Tinned Copper 22 AWG wire, Lustreon)
was deployed for inter-strip connections. The cable also transmitted the raw photovoltaic signal
(radiation-induced current) to a digital multimeter/oscilloscope (Model JDS2012A, Jinhan Company:
Hefei, Anhui, China). The signal reading was displayed in the form of voltage—mV.

2.2. Signal Enhancement

2.2.1. LED Chip Number/Active Area Increment

Preliminary Exposure to Visible Light

The LED chip number was increased in multiples of 12 during the investigation of the effect
of active area increment on the LED strip detectability of visible light; each strip had 12 LED chips,
as observed in Figure 2. In other words, the active area was increased from 151.2 mm2 (12.6 mm2

× 12)
to 907.2 mm2 (12.6 mm2

× 72)—in steps of 151.2 mm2. The LED strip was cut (to fit the field size) and
reconnected by soldering while using a soldering wire (SW600622 DIA) with a diameter of 0.8 mm.
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup: (a) Schematic of the Irradiation Set-up and (b) Masked LED strips on a 
solid water phantom. 

Figure 1. Experimental Setup: (a) Schematic of the Irradiation Set-up and (b) Masked LED strips on a
solid water phantom.
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Figure 2. Signal Amplification by LED chip number/active area increment. Note: This image only shows
how the LED strips were reconnected successively—it was taken when five strips were reconnected.
During the experiments, the number of LED strips (active area) reconnected was as stated in the
different sections of this report.

Exposure to Diagnostic X-rays

To limit X-ray radiation exposure, only two exposure sets were executed in the examination of
LED strip sensitivity enhancement by increasing the sensitive area. In the first exposure set, the kVp,
mAs, and SDD parameter adjustments in Section 2.1 were executed with a total of 60 LED chips (active
area of 756 mm2). For the second exposure set, the LED chip number was doubled to 120 LED chips
(active area of 1512 mm2), while maintaining the same exposure settings in the first exposure set.

2.2.2. Amplifier Board

In Section 2.2.1, the LED strip signal was directly injected into the multimeter. However, in this
sub-section, the signal was first fed into a multifunctional amplifier board (TW-MF2CAB Sglux: Berlin,
Germany); this amplifier board is mostly applied in blind Ultraviolet (UV)-detector photocurrent
amplifications. This amplifier board is commercially available in electronics online stores. The
board’s dimensions are 60 mm × 45 mm × 12 mm and it was powered with a single power supply
of 26 V—Figure 3. As elaborated in Figure 3b, this board is composed of circuit components, which
include resistors, transistors, capacitors, potentiometers, and operational amplifiers. Before injecting
any signal into the amplifier board, the potentiometers 1 and 2 were adjusted to ensure that the board’s
dark current is below 1 mV, as recommended by the manufacturer. The post-amplifier board signal
was then transported through the electric cable and injected into the digital multimeter.

The amplifier board was set to a two-channel sequential amplification configuration. In the first
amplification stage, the amplifier mode-line 1 was set to a transimpedance amplifier, and its gain factor
setting-line 1 was 107 V/A. In the second amplification stage, the amplifier mode-line 2 was set to a
voltage amplifier with a pre-gain of 10 V/V. The gain factor setting line 2 was also adjusted to a voltage
gain of 10 V/V. Therefore, the second amplification stage had a total voltage gain of 100 V/V. This
amplification combination produced a dark current of 0.8 mV, which was below the operational dark
current of 1 mV, as recommended by the amplifier board manufacturer.

However, the dark current increased to 1.3 mV when the second amplification stage setting was
adjusted to have a total gain of 1000 V/V. Therefore, the total amplification gain in the second stage was
maintained at 100 V/V, hence a total amplifier board gain of 109 V/A.
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Figure 3. Signal Amplification using an Amplifier Board: (a)-Image of the amplifier board, (b)-
Schematic of the amplifier board circuitry (extracted from [19]). 

  

Figure 3. Signal Amplification using an Amplifier Board: (a)-Image of the amplifier board, (b)-Schematic
of the amplifier board circuitry (extracted from [19]).
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3. Results

3.1. Effect of Active Area Increment on LED Sensitivity to Visible Light

During visible light detection, the current-voltage (C-V) signal increased linearly with a linearity
coefficient of 0.99609, when the active area was increased. A 3.80167 mV signal gain was achieved for
every chip. In other words, a signal gain of 0.3017 mV/mm2 was attained, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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3.2. Amplification during Tube Current-Time Product (mAs) Variation

With an active area of 756 mm2 (60 chips), the linearity coefficient of the signal to mAs variation
was 0.95472. The signal that was obtained per unit tube current-time product was 0.01533 mV/mAs.
Doubling the active area to 1512 mm2 (120 chips) resulted in a 3.49% reduction in the linearity coefficient
of the signal to mAs variation, i.e., the linearity coefficient dropped to 0.92096. However, the signal
that was obtained per unit tube current-time product increased from 0.01533 to 0.02928 mV/mAs;
this corresponded to a 90.99% increase in mVs obtained per mAs. Therefore, during mAs variation,
there was a 0.12% increase in the mV/mAs for each mm2 of active area increment, as observed in
Figure 5a.
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On the other hand, the amplifier board application resulted in a 2.77% increase in the signal’s
linear coefficient during mAs variation, i.e., the linearity coefficient increased from 0.92096 to 0.94651.
The signal that was obtained per unit mAs also increased from 0.02928 to 0.04011 mV/mAs, hence a
36.99% mV/mAs increase. Therefore, during mAs variation, there was a 3.699 × 10−8% increase in the
mV/mAs for each voltage gain by the amplifier board, as observed in Figure 5b.

3.3. Amplification during Tube Voltage (kVp) Variation

The linearity coefficient of the signal to kVp variation was 0.9219 when the active area was
756 mm2 (60 chips). The signal that was obtained per unit tube voltage was 0.0321 mV/kVp. Increasing
the active area to 1512 mm2 (120 chips) led to a 0.04% increment in the linearity coefficient of the signal
to kVp variation; hence, the linearity coefficient slightly increased to 0.92225. Likewise, the signal that
was obtained per unit tube voltage increased from 0.0321 to 0.05488 mV/kVp, which implied a 70.97%
increment in mVs obtained per kVp. Therefore, during kVp alteration, there was a 0.09% increase in
the mV/kVp for each mm2 of active area increment, as observed in Figure 6a.
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Amplifications using the amplifier board produced a 2.75% increase in the signal’s linearity during
kVp alteration; thus, the linearity coefficient increased from 0.92225 to 0.9476. The signal detected per
unit kVp increased from 0.05488 to 0.07000 mV/kVp, hence a 27.55% mV/kVp increase. Therefore,
for kVp alterations, there was a 2.755 × 10−8% increase in the mV/kVp for each voltage gain by the
amplifier board, as observed in Figure 6b.

3.4. Amplification during Absorbed Dose Variation

The signal that was collected by an active area of 756 mm2 (60 chips) was 89.23% linear to dose.
The sensitivity that was attained with this area was 0.05503 mV/mGy. Nonetheless, the signal obtained
with an active area of 1512 mm2 (120 chips) was 90.58% linear to dose, hence a 1.52% increment in signal
linearity to dose—as a result of increasing the active area by 756 mm2. Similarly, there was an 89.3%
increase in the sensitivity, i.e., the sensitivity increased from 0.05503 mV/mGy to 0.10417 mV/mGy.
Therefore, a 1 mm2 increase in the active area resulted in a 0.002% and a 0.12% linearity to dose and
sensitivity increase, respectively, as in Figure 7a.
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On the other hand, there was a 3.01% reduction in the linearity of the signal to dose when the
amplifier board was applied for signal amplification. Nevertheless, sensitivity increase of 38.10%
was observed; thus, the sensitivity increased from 0.10417 mV/mGy to 0.14386 mV/mGy. Therefore,
amplification while using the amplifier board produced a 3.01 × 10−9% reduction in the signal linearity
to dose for every voltage gain. Nonetheless, every voltage gain produced a 3.81 × 10−8% increase in
the sensitivity to dose, as illustrated in Figure 7b.

3.5. Amplification during Source-To-Detector Distance (SDD) Variation

Increasing the SDD resulted in a signal fade with an exponential decay fit coefficient of 0.99781,
when the detecting active area was 756 mm2 (60 chips). However, as a consequence of increasing the
active area by 756 mm2 (60 chips), the exponential decay fit coefficient was reduced by 1.12%, thus a
shift of the decay fit coefficient from 0. 99781 to 0.98668.

With a detecting active area of 756 mm2 (60 chips), the signal faded at a rate of 3.348 mV/cm, at the
minimum SDD (60 cm). At the maximum SDD (90 cm), the signal fading rate reduced to 1.033 mV/cm.
When the detecting active area was increased to 1512 mm2 (120 chips), the signal faded at rates of 6.680
and 2.118 mV/cm at SDDs of 60 and 90 cm, respectively (Figure 8a). Therefore, at SDDs of 60 and
90 cm, 99.52%, and 105.03%, increases in the signal fading rate were respectively observed; this was
due to an increase in the active detecting area by 756 mm2 (60 chips).
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The amplifier board output signal had a signal fading rate of 9.399 mV/cm at 60 cm and 2.945 mV/cm
at 90 cm of SDD. This implied a 40.70% and 39.05% increase in the signal fading at SDDs of 60 cm and
90 cm, respectively.

3.6. Summary of Signal Amplification

Table 1 illustrates a discrete analysis of the active area and amplifier board percentage gains
that were observed in Sections 3.1–3.5. From the table, the active area amplification mode yielded an
average signal augmentation of 91.16% across the four X-ray parameter variations. On the other hand,
the amplifier board amplification mode yielded a signal augmentation of 36.48% for the tested X-ray
parameters in this study.

Table 1. Percentage Signal Variation Per Unit X-ray Parameter.

Signal Amplification Mode X-ray Beam Parameter

Tube current-time
product (mV/mAs)

Tube Voltage
(mV/kVp)

Dose
(mV/mGy)

Source-to-Detector Distance, SDD
(mV/cm)

60 cm 90 cm

Percentage Signal Increase (%) Percentage increase in Signal
Fading (%)

Chip number increment
from 60 to 120 chips 90.99 70.97 89.30 99.52 105.03

Amplifier Board with a gain
of 109 V/A 36.99 27.55 38.10 40.70 39.05

3.7. Coefficients of Variation (CoVs) during Signal Amplification

The signals that were obtained during chip number-based signal amplifications were characterized
with an average of 8.737% coefficient of variation throughout all the mAs, kVp, and SDD X-ray parameter
variations. Amplifier board output signals also had an average coefficient of variation of 9.424% across
the mAs, kVp and SDD parameter variations, as illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Signal coefficient of variation (CoV) associated with each amplification mode.

Amplification Mode CoV for Each X-ray Beam Parameter Average CoV

Tube current-time
product—mAs (%)

Tube
Voltage—kVp (%)

Source-to-Detector
Distance—SDD (%)

Based on each
amplification mode (%)

Chip number increment
from 60 to 120 chips 6.167 11.058 8.987 8.737

Amplifier Board with a
gain of 109 V/A 9.028 10.067 9.177 9.424

4. Discussion

Amplifications were implemented under varying tube voltage (kVp) and tube current-time
product (mAs) conditions, owing to kVp and mAs being fundamental X-ray machine settings that
are correlated to X-ray absorbed doses [20,21]. In other words, radiation-induced signals as a result
of tube voltage and tube current-time product alteration were amplified. All the amplified signals
were linear to the tube current-time product (mAs) and tube voltage (kVp), similar to Huda [22] and
Chiara’s [5] work.

Tube current-time product (mAs) is a tube setting that regulates the X-ray beam’s population
(number of photons in the X-ray beam) [14]. During mAs variation, Figure 5a shows a 3.49% decrease
in the signal linearity coefficient (R-square) when the chip number was increased from 60 to 120. In this
case, the R-square signifies the extent to which the signal data points conform to the linear fitting
during mAs variation. When the chip number was doubled to 120 chips, it could be considered that
there was no change in the linearity coefficient (the change was trivial). This is because only a 3.49%
change was observed, and this change is below the 5% uncertainty (95% confidence interval) [23].
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Additionally, amplification of different radiation intensity-induced signals was realized with SDD
variation. The detected signals during SDD variation highly conformed to the exponential decay fit,
because radiation intensity reduces in the form of an exponential decay graph, as the distance from the
radiation source (SDD) is increased. This exponential decay conforms to the Lambert-Beer Law [11,24],
I = I0E(−kx), where I0 is the initial radiation intensity and I is the radiation intensity after the radiation
travels a distance x through a medium with an absorption coefficient constant k.

PIN photodiode active area is directly proportional to the collected signal, because the
radiation-induced current (ID) is equivalent to the product of the PIN photodiode constant (k), active
area (A), depletion layer width (w), and the incident radiation’s dose rate (DR), i.e., ID = kAwDR [25].
However, the magnitudes of k, A, and w are predetermined by the transducer manufacturer. Therefore,
users cannot expand the transducer intrinsic active area size. Nonetheless, the effective active area
could be increased by connecting multiple sole transducers in the form of an array.

LED active area is directly proportional to the detected signal when applied as a radiation detector
because LEDs could be assumed as photodiodes that do not detect, but rather emit light. For this
reason, active area increment yielded higher signal amplification results and a high signal gain per
mm2 increase in active area in our study. Anđelković [6] similarly highlighted active area to be directly
correlated to photodiode sensitivity towards radiation; this likewise implies a proportionate signal
build up in case of active area increment. The LED radiation signal was amplified by increasing the
chip number because connecting multiple photodiodes in parallel can enhance photodiode effective
active area and sensitivity [6].

However, during the active area-based amplification mode, the highest signal per mm2 increase
in the active area was observed in the course of visible light detection, because LEDs feasibly detect
wavelengths that are similar to those they emit [15]. Therefore, active area increment-based signal
amplifications were most effective during visible light detection. This finding further implies that the
LED’s low signal set-back, during light detection, could be offset by increasing the effective sensitive
area: Hence, LEDs could substitute photodiodes during light detection applications, due to their
low-cost and flexibility when compared to photodiodes.

Whereas Anđelković [6] applied transimpedance amplifiers to amplify low photodiode
radiation-induced signals, our study executes electronic signal amplification with an amplifier board.
Nevertheless, the board was presented with low signal amplification percentages throughout the
tested X-ray parameter variations. Amplifier board settings could be adjusted to higher gains,
but this was coupled with higher dark currents. These amplifier board pre-existent dark currents
would ultimately obstruct precision in the measurement of net radiation-induced currents/signal
amplifications. Amplified signals should additionally be precise and have low standard deviations
because precise signals ensure accurate dosimetric calibrations. Herein, we examined amplified
signal precision while using the coefficient of variation (CoV) tool, which is the percentage of the
standard deviation (σ) to mean (µ) ratio, i.e., CoV = σ/µ×100%. Amplifier board signals had a 0.687%
(9.424%–8.737%) higher coefficient of variation than the chip number-based signal amplifications;
this could be as a result of amplifier board dark currents that might have hindered precise signal
measurement. Additionally, the amplifier board’s maximum usable output voltage was ±4 V, which
could imply a limited operational headroom. As a consequence, whilst adjusting the potentiometers to
achieve low dark currents, the amplifier board easily got saturated to an output voltage of ~4.24 V.

Variation in the temperature surrounding the LED chips could lead to changes in the LED
emission spectrum and emitted wavelengths: LED efficacy as a luminary reduces upon an increase in
temperature [26]. The semiconductor material that is used for LED fabrication dictates LED bandgap
energy and, ultimately, the energy of the emitted light photons [27]. This bandgap energy (Eg) is
directly proportional to the speed of light-C and inversely proportional to emitted photon wavelength-λ
with Plank’s constant-h as the constant of proportionality, i.e., Eg = hC/λ. An increase in temperature
would reduce Eg because Eg is the energy difference between valence and conduction bands [2],
thus an increase in the emitted photon wavelength. Therefore, data collection from our experiments
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was executed in a radiology suite with room temperature being maintained at 24 ◦C. This testing
condition minimized the signal-temperature dependence that could affect the sensibility of the LEDs
implemented for diagnostic X-ray radiation detection herein. Although the efficiency of LEDs is a
function of LED PN junction temperature, InGaN-based LEDs (for instance, blue, green, white) are
less ambient-temperature dependent [28]. Heat sinks are also constructed around LED active area
structures to further buffer the temperature dependence effects.

Temperature can reduce the efficiency of an LED as a light emitter, particularly when it is used
for a long time. However, in the reverse function, i.e., in the detection of X-rays, the processing time
(X-ray exposure time) is very short (in milliseconds), hence the temperature factor could be negligible.
Therefore, based on these latter considerations, we assumed the temperature around the LED active
areas would not increase due to X-ray absorption.

All in all, active area-based amplification was simple, direct, and, above all, inexpensive—in
comparison to the amplifier board that was quite costly (~100 €) and was associated with some
limitations such as dark currents and saturation. Despite these setbacks, a hybrid amplification
mode, amalgamating both the amplifier board and active area amplifications, would be a prospective
amplification modal with summed advantages. Alternatively, amplifier boards with higher operating
output voltage, low dark currents, and low saturation possibilities would be employed for higher
electronic amplification gains. Additionally, LEDs of different emission wavelength spectrums [29]
could also possibly be another signal amplification option to exploit because LEDs detect photons with
a wavelength that is similar to the one that they emit [15].

In this survey, we implemented cold white LED strips, because they were presented with a better
dosimetric performance as compared to the warm white, red, green, and blue LED strip colors in our
prior survey [14]. Future work could, however, explore diagnostic X-ray detection using other LEDs
colors, for instance, ultraviolet (UV) LEDs.

Herein, heating effects, which may arise from the interaction between the X-rays and LED PN
junction, were negligible. The impact of such effects on the generated photovoltaic signal might also
be explored and quantified in future studies.

From Section 3.1, LEDs demonstrated high sensitivity to visible light photons. Future studies
could, therefore, convert the X-rays to visible light using scintillators. The visible light photons emitted
from these scintillators could then be detected using LEDs.

LEDs fabricated using higher atomic mass semiconductor material could also similarly produce
higher X-ray radiation-induced signals since higher atomic mass semiconductors are generally
associated with higher X-ray photon absorption capabilities [30]. However, this could be associated
with higher dark currents due to the shorter bandgap of these high atomic mass materials [30]. In this
event, charge localized in valance traps can easily jump over the short bandgap, after ambient energy
absorption, hence excitation that implies a dark current.

5. Conclusions

The amplification of diagnostic X-ray radiation-induced signals of LED strip was accomplished
by increasing the LED strip effective active area and by injecting the LED raw signal into an amplifier
board—mainly consisting of transistors, transimpedance, and operational amplifiers. Amplification
by increasing the active area produced high amplification coefficients, whereas the amplifier board
amplification coefficients were lower than the latter. The amplification techniques both produced
consistent results in the amplification of signals induced by the range of tube voltages (kVp),
tube current-time product (mAs), and source-to-detector distance (SDD) tested in this study.

Therefore, this work has initiated and established a platform for further and detailed LED
radiation-induced signal analysis. This would attract more implementation of LEDs for X-ray
detection purposes.
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In a nutshell, the diverse signal amplification techniques that were outlined in this work ultimately
depict LEDs as novel and promising radiation detectors that could be potentially exploited for X-ray
beam dosimetry in both diagnostic radiology and radiation protection fields.
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